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Abstract 
A fixed number n of jobs has to be selected from a set of possible jobs; then the chosen jobs 
have to be ordered for processing on a single machine which is subject to breakdown. The 
probability that the machine fails while working on some job J depends on J. To each job there 
corresponds a reward and a discount factor diminishing the virtual value of future jobs. The 
objective is to maximize the expected sum of all rewards earned until breakdown. Two 
algorithms for choosing the n jobs optimally and a method for ordering them are derived. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the following selection and scheduling problem. Let there be given 
a (possibly infinite) set % of jobs from which a prespecified finite number n < card 
2 of jobs has to be chosen and thereafter be processed in some sequential order. For 
every job J a reward is earned upon its completion. However, the (single) processor 
can break down while working on J, this event having a probability dependent on J. 
In this case J will not be completed and the remaining jobs cannot be processed. The 
objective is to maximize the expected total reward. 
This model introduces a special stochastic scheduling problem having some novel 
features despite its simplicity. Most work on stochastic scheduling concentrates on 
treating aspects of the job data as random variables (see e.g. [9,12]). Models incorpor- 
ating stochastic machine breakdowns have been investigated by Pinedo and Ross 
[ll], Pinedo and Rammouz [lo], Glazebrook [S, 61 and Birge et al. [l]. Glazebrook 
and Birge et al. consider a single repairable machine for which the sequence of 
machine breakdown and repair completion times is modeled by an alternating 
renewal process. De et al. [2] develop algorithms for a selection and sequencing 
problem that is related to ours. From a given set of jobs having random processing 
times, deterministic initiation costs and terminal rewards a subset of prespecified size 
has to be selected and sequenced for processing on a single machine which has 
a random deadline independent of the jobs; the objective is to maximize the expected 
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net reward earned before the deadline. Previously Gupta et al. [7] have treated 
a deterministic variant of this problem. 
In this paper we deal with a non-repairable machine which we are required to 
exploit to the maximal degree during the operating time (whose duration also depends 
on our scheduling scheme). In this regard the problem addressed here resembles 
the maximal wear-out models studied in Stadje [13,15]. We also introduce the option 
to select n jobs from a possibly much larger set. This additional feature of our 
approach is meaningful only in the context of a non-repairable machine for which the 
aim is not to process all jobs so as to maximize some objective function, but to 
find the promising offers among a multitude of possible jobs. One may think of 
a limited budget of n monetary or time units which have to be spent on jobs each 
“costing” one unit. A related problem of selecting some “checking procedures” from 
a given set of such procedures subject to a budget constraint is analyzed in Stadje 
c141. 
Now let us present the model in detail. Assume that X, = { J1, . . . , Jn} c $ has 
been selected and is to be processed. Let p(J) E (0,l) be the probability that job J, 
when started, will be processed successfully. The reward earned upon the completion 
of J will be denoted by r(J) > 0. Given that J has been completed, one continues with 
another job J’ E X,\ { J>. In case it will be completed, the corresponding reward is 
given by d(J)r(J’), where d(J) E (0, l] is some discount factor; for example we may set 
d(J) = e-“cJ), where c > 0 and r(J) is the completion time of J. 
In general, if J1, . . . ,J, are to be processed in this order, job Ji will be completed 
with probability p(Ji) ... p(Ji), in which case it will contribute the amount 
~JI 1 a+* d(Ji_l)r(Ji) to the total reward. 
We will show that once the set Y,, of n jobs to be worked on has been chosen, it is 
easy to determine their optimal order: One has to process them in decreasing order of 
f(J) = p(J)r(J)/[l - p(J)d(J)]. This is always possible, since X, is finite. The func- 
tion f can be extended to finite sequences of different jobs such that the following 
holds. If u 1, . . . , CT,,, are such sequences, not having any job in common, and one wants 
to arrange the gi for optimal processing, then one should order them according to 
decreasing values of f(oi). 
Regarding the selection procedure we will show the following basic properties of 
optimal job sets: 
(a) Every optimal X,, can be extended to an optimal X,+ 1 by addying a new job. 
(b) Every optimal X, contains an optimal X,_ 1. 
Each of the properties (aHb) leads immediately to a simple algorithm for finding an 
optimal X, if $ is finite. According to (a), one starts with a job J1 maximizingf(J,), 
then finds a job J2 for which the reward of (J1, J2) minus that of J1 alone becomes 
largest, and so on, adding single new jobs of maximal “marginal reward” relative to 
the already constructed set, until one arrives at a job set of the required size. By (b), 
one could alternatively also start with f and eliminate successively one job after the 
other, at every stage choosing as the next job to be skipped one of minimal marginal 
reward relative to the current job set. 
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For n = 1 one obviously chooses a job maximizing p(J)r(J). (Note that such a job 
need not maximizef(J).) Incidentally, by (a) or (b), any optimal X, contains such 
a job. However, if more than one job has to be selected, ajob Ji with larger f(Ji) is 
not necessarily preferred to another job J2 with smaller f(J2). For example let 
d(J) = 1 and 
P(JI) = l/6, r(J1) = 4, 
a = l/2, r(J2) = 1, 
P(J3) = 3/4, r(Jg) = 1, 
and assume that two jobs among {Ji, J,,J,} are to be selected. Then J3,J1 will be 
processed (in this order). But if J3 is replaced by J;, where 
p(Ji) = l/7, r(Jj) = 5, 
then J,, J; will be the selected jobs. 
The heuristic which selects the n jobs with largest value offcan also perform badly 
for large n, as in the following example. Take n = N - 1, p(Ji) E 1 and 
r(Ji)-1, d(Ji)EdNE(O,l), i=l,...) N-2, 
r(J,+ 1) = N2, d( JN_ 1) = 2/3, r(JN) = 2N2, d( JN) = eN E (0,1/3). 
We let N tend to infinity. If dN is sufficiently close to 1, then J1, . . . , JN_ 1 are the n jobs 
with the largest value off, giving a reward of less than N - 2 + N2. But any sequence 
of jobs starting with JN produces a reward of more than 2N2. 
It should be noted that in our model the probability of completion of the current 
job is independent of what happened on the machine in the past, provided it is still 
operating. Thus, if a breakdown occurs, this is entirely due to the job worked at; the 
machine does not age, only a “bad” job may induce it to fail. 
In the case when d(.) is constant, say d(J) 3 a, the model at hand can also be 
formulated in terms of a bandit problem as in Nash [S]. To do this, one has to define 
a set of discrete Markov chains (MCs) for which at every time t = 0, 1, . . . a controller 
decides which one continues for a step, while the other ones remain frozen. In our 
context we need a MC xJ for every J E f. Each MC has three possible states 0, I,2 
and starts at 0. The transition probabilities of xJ are 
POI = P(J), ~02 = 1 -p(J), PII = ~22 = 1. 
xJ is in state 0 if job J has not yet been processed, and in state 1 if J has been 
successfully completed; if one of the xJ is in state 2, the machine has failed. If xJ is 
chosen at time t, the reward earned at that stage is given by 
( 
n, + ,QI(x&)) 
> 
r(J)p( J) if x&) = 0, 
--cg if xJ(t) = 1, 
0 if xJ(t) = 2, 
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where Qr(0) = Qr(l) = 1, Q,(2) = 0. This definition ensures that no completed job will 
be selected again and that no positive reward can be earned after a failure. For bandit 
problems of this kind Nash [8], based on Gittins [3], considered the infinite horizon 
optimization problem E(C,“=, u’R(~)) + MAX, where R(t) is the reward earned at 
stage t. He introduced a dynamic allocation index by which, at least in principle, an 
optimal strategy can be defined. In our situation however this approach only solves 
the problem of optimally sequencing all jobs in j, i.e. the case n = N, but cannot be 
directly used to treat the more challenging selection problem. 
2. Optimal sequencing 
In the following all sequences of jobs are assumed to consist of distinct jobs. We 
start by extending the functions p(s) and d(e) to finite sequences of different jobs by 
setting 
P(J ~,.--,Jrn)= f) P(Ji)v m> 1, 
i=l 
4J ~,...,Jrn)= fi 4JA m > 1, 
i=l 
D(JI, . . . . J,) = p(J1, . . . , J,)d(J1, . . . . J,), m > 1. 
Next define recursively the functions R( J1, . . . , J,) by setting R(J) = p(J) r (J) and 
R(J 1 ,..., J,)=R(J1,...,J,-l)+D(J1 ,..., J,-,)R(J,), m22. 
Clearly, R(J1, . . . , J,) is the total reward gained by processing J1, . . . , J, in that order 
as long as possible. Note that for finite sequences c and r of distinct jobs we have 
R(w) = R(o) + D(o)R(z), (2.1) 
D(a, z) = D(a)D(z). (2.2) 
Let S, be the symmetric group of { 1,. . . ,n}. The following result is established by 
a standard pairwise exchange argument (see [4,12] for other examples of its use). 
Theorem 1. Assume that the jobs X, = { J1, . . . , Jn} are to be processed. Let tl E S,. 
Then JcrCl), . . . . JorCn) is an optimal ordering iff 
f(J,cd 2 ... 2f(Jad 
Hence, once the jobs to be processed are selected, they are simply arranged in 
descending order off(J). 
Remark. The theorem remains valid if a given set (pi, . . . , on of finite sequences of 
different jobs, which do not have any job in common, is to be processed in optimal 
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order (but preserving the inner order of each ai). We define 
ftai) = R(“i)IC1 - D(ci)l. 
Then one can easily show that caCl), .. . , CJ~(,,) is an optimal 
.f(o,o,) B ... kf(G,“,). 
Let us now address the more difficult selection problem. 
3. The selection problem 
ordering if and only if 
Let y* be the set of all finite sequences of distinct elements of $ (including the 
empty sequence). Thus, for ol, . . . ,crn E f* the statement (pi, . . . , a,) E $* means that 
all the jobs occurring as components in the Ci are different. Further, for n E N and 
distinct jobs J, , . . . , J, E: f let 
I?(J I,...,JA = maxR(J,(,,,...,J,(,,) i(E s, 
be the maximal reward obtainable when processing J 1, . . . , J, in some order, and set 
1?(@ = 0. Since I?(J1, . . . , J,) does not depend on the order of the arguments Ji, we 
also write it as B(X) for .X” = { J1, . . . , J”}. 
The following two lemmas are needed to prove the assertions (aHb) from the 
Introduction. An empty product is always defined to be 1. 
Lemma 1. Zf crl, . . . ,cr,,z E j*\(0) and (gi, . . . , o,,,T) E y*, we have 
R(a l,...,g,,,~) - R(z,a,, . . . . a,,) 
= (1 - D(Z)) i ‘s D(Oj) - fJ, D(Oj) (f (Oi) -f(T)). 
i=l (, j=l j=l > 
Proof. Applying (2.1) and (2.2) repeatedly it is seen that 
R(o l~~~~~~i~z~~i+l~~~~~ ~n)-R(bl,..,,~i-1,~,Ui,...,~n) 
= D(o,, . . . vOi-l)tl - D(~))(l - D(“i))(f(ai) -f(z))* 





Since D(al , . . . ,oi_ 1) = fl’,si D(aj) by (2.2), the lemma is proved. q 
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Lemma 2. Let a, 3 1.. > a,,, 3 0 and dejine the function F: [O, 11” + R by 
F(x I,..., Xm)= f Ui ifiXj- fI Xj . 
i=l ( j=l j=l 1 
Then F is monotone non-increasing in each of its arguments. 
Proof. 
& . . . ,X,) = f 
i=I+l ( 
Ui(l -Xi) ‘1I_i Xj 
j=lJ#/ ) 
I-1 





f (1 -Xi) ifi Xj-1 
i=l+l j=l+l > 
I-1 
=- 
al n Xj fi Xj 
j=l j=l+l 
A subset X c % of cardinality n is called n-optimal if 
R”(X) = sup{R”(X’) 1 X’ c I, card 2”’ = n}. 
Theorem 2. Let X be n-optimal for some n E { 1, . . . , card f>. 
(a) There is an (n - l)-optimal subset of X. 
(b) Zf n < cardf, there is an (n + l)-optimal subset containing X. 
Proof. (a) Let X = { J1, . . . ,J,}, R”(X) = R(Ji, . . . ,J,), n 2 2. Assume that X does 
not contain an (n - l)-optimal subset. Let 9 c fl be (n - l)-optimal. At least one of 
the Ji is not in 2’; let i,, be the smallest index such that Ji,$2. Clearly, 
f(J1) 2 .** >f(JJ. If f (Ji, _ k) = f (Ji, _ k + ,) = +a. = f (Ji,) for some k > 1, inter- 
changing Ji, _ k and Ji, does not change the value of R(J1, . . . , J,). Therefore, we may 
assume that f (JI) > f (Ji,) for 1 E { 1, . . . , i0 - l}. We will prove that 
R”(_.Fu (.Ji,>) > R(X), implying that X is not n-optimal. 
Let _5?u{Ji,} = {J;, . . . ,Jh}. We may assume that R(J;, . . . ,Jb) = R”(_Yu {Ji,>). 
Clearly, we can write the sequences (J1, . . . ,J,) and (J;, . . . ,Jb) in the form 
(J l,...,Jn)=(~l,...,~rn,Ji,,~rn+l), (3.3) 
(J’I, . . ..J.) = (zl,o~,z,,az ~~~*~~n1~~nJn8+19 i,Jrn+Z J ) (3.4) 
for some mENu{O}, ol ,..., o,,,,~~ ,..., q,,~f*\{O} and (T~+~,z~,z,+~,z,+~E~*. 
Note that for m = 0 Ji, is the first job of (J1, . . . , J,,) and for m 2 1, by Theorem 1, job 
J, cannot occur before ol, . . . ,o, in (3.4). 
By the remark following Theorem 1 we obtain 
f (01) 3f (72) >f (oz) 2 ... >f (4 af (0,) 3f (Jd. 
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Furthermore, any of the four inequalities 
f(r1) if, f(Jio) af(am+ 112 
f(r m+ 1) 2 f(Jio)3 f(Jio) ~f(zm+2) 
holds provided that the corresponding sequences rl or cm+ 1 or r,+ I or z,+ 2 are not 
empty. 
Using the representation (3.3) yields 
R(~)=R(al,...,o,,Jio,~.m+l)-R(Ji,,ol,...,a,+l)+R(Ji,,ol,...,o,+1) 
= R(a1, . . . ,~m,Ji,)-R(Jio,al,..., am) + R(Jio) + D(J~o)R(al~ ~~~~~rn+l) 
< R(a1, . . . ,“m,Ji,) - R(Jio~ol~~~~~am) + R(Jio) + D(Ji,)R(y)~ (3.5) 
Here we have used (2.1) and (2.2) for the second equation; the inequality follows from 
the fact that, by assumption, the subset of X whose elements are the components of 
~1,...,~,+1 is not (n - l)-optimal. Again by (2.1) (and by (3.4)), we can further 
conclude that 
=R(Ji~,zl,al,...,z,,a,,r,+1)-R(~l,ol,...,z,,cr,,z,+1,J,,) 
+ &Y u {Ji,},. 
Thus, to show that I?(X) < B(9uJi,}) it suffices to prove that 
W, ,...,~rn,Ji,)-R(Ji,,al,...,o,) +R(Ji,,zl,ol,...,z,,o,,z,+l) 
- R(ri,a, ,...,~,,fl,,~,+1, Ji,) < 0. (3.6) 
If m = 0, (3.6) reduces to R(J,,, zl) - R(tl, Ji,) < 0. This inequality is trivial if z1 = 8; if 
ri # 8 it is a consequence of the relation f(zi) 2:f(Ji,) and the remark following 
Theorem 1. 
Now let m > 1. In this case let us first assume that zl and z,+ 1 are not empty. By 
Lemma 1, we find that 
R(~,,oi ,‘~~,~,,~,Jnl+l, Jio)-R(Jio,zl,ol,,..,zm,Om,Zrn+l) 
ii o(zj,Oj) - i o(zj,aj) (f(ai,zi) -f(Ji,,)) 
j=l j=l > 
+ (J, ~@j~~jl)(l - D(~m+l))(f(~m+l) -/(h.))] 
D(zj,aj) - fi D(rj,aj) (_f(ai, Ti) -f(Ji,)) 
j=l > 
m /i-l I \ 
>, (1 - D(Ji,)) C n o(rj,aj) - n D(zj,aj) (3.7) 
i=l j=l j=l 
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The last inequality follows from 
floi, zi) = R(“i) + D(Oi)R(zi) 
1 - D(Ot)D(Tt) 
R(ai) 
= ’ 1 - D(Oi) +(l -A) 
R(Tt) 
1 - D(ri) = l_f(ci) + (1 - n)f(zi) 
> min[f(Cri),f(ri)] =f(oi), i = 1, . . . ,m, (3.8) 
where we have set 1 = (1 - D(ai))/(l - D(ai)D(ri)) E [O,l]. NOW let 
ai =f(ai) -f(Ji,), i = 1, . . . . m. Then ~1 2 ..* > a, 2 0, and the right-hand side of 
(3.7) is equal to 
(1 - NJ&J)V(rl,~1), 1.. ,Nr,,%l)), 
where F has been defined in Lemma 2. Since D(ri,Oi) = D(Zi)O(Oi) 6 D(ai), we can 
conclude from Lemma 2 that 
R(rl,ai,..., m, r ~~n,Zrn+i,Jio)-R(Ji,,zl,al,...,z,,a,,z,+l) 
2 (1 - D(Ji,))F(D(ri,e,), .**,D(rrn,orn)) 
2 (l - D(Jio~)F(D(ol)~ **. ,D(am)) 
= R(a,, . . . . bm,Ji,) -R(Ji,,o~,.*.,~m). 
This shows (3.6). If one of the sequences r1 and r,+ i or both of them are empty, it is 
easy to see that the above reasoning remains valid; the inequalities between the left 
and the right sides of (3.7) and (3.8) still hold, and also D(zl,a,) < D(al). This 
completes the proof of (a). 
(b) Choose a job Jo E f\X such that 
R(Xu {.I& = J~;ywm~. 
Let _c.Z c f be (n + l)-optimal. We have to show that R”(Y) = R”(Xu{J,}). In view 
of the (n + l)-optimality of _Y it suffices to prove that 
R”(9) < R(X u { Jo}). 
If 9 = Xu{J,}, there is nothing to show. Otherwise there is a job 
J1 E ~\(~u{Jo1), an d we may choose Ji such that it appears as early as possible in 
the optimal ordering of 9. If J1 is even the starting job of this ordering, we have 
R”(Y) = NJ,) + D(Ji)R”(Y\{J,)) < R(J,) + D(J,)R”(X) 
< &3fu{J,)) < B(Xu{J,)). 
Here we have used the n-optimality of X for the first inequality and the defining 
property of Jo for the third inequality. If J1 is not the first job of _Y to be processed, we 
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can, as in the proof of (a), represent he optimal orderings of 2 and SAC u {J1 } by 
(0 13 ..-,~m,Jl,%l+l) 
and by 
(t1,(~1,22,~2,...,~,,~,,~,+1,J1,2,+2), 
respectively, where the (ii and the Ti have the same properties as above. We find that 
R&Y) = [R(a1, . . . ,~,,JI) - WJI,~I, . . ..G.) 
+ NJ~,zI,oI, . . . ,L,G,,G,+I) -R(zl,ol,...,r,,o,,z,+l,J1)1 
+ R(JI,~I, . . ..G+I) - R(J1,~1,ol,...,z,,o,,z,+l,z,+2) 
+ WI, ~1 r...,~,,~.m,~,+1,J1,2,+2) 
d R(J,) + WJd&~\{J,)) - R(J,) - NJd&fx) + &fu{J,)) 
= WJd(R”W\{J,}) -R”(W) + &+WJ,}) 
Q &fu{J,}). 
Note that, by (3.6), the term in square brackets on the right-hand side of the first 
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